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WELCOME TO OUR CREATIVE SUMMER FESTIVAL IN BERGEN!

This year, the motivational organization, Vitam Focus, is giving Ytre Arna a
special place on the world’s map!

Through its strong dedication to contribute to YOUTH &amp; MENTAL HEALTH, this
organization has invested greatly in supporting teenagers to face the struggles

they meet in today’s society.
Within the last year, no less than 250 teenagers have already benefited from this

project! For our yearly CREATIVE SUMMER FESTIVAL, happening from the 13 th
to the 16 th of August, we have reached out to several countries, inviting artists

who are ready to travel a long way to support this important work for our
teenagers!

To name but a few of the amazing artists who have accepted to participate this
year: Dabhóg Ó Rinn and Noratessa Ward from Ireland, both currently living in

France, Jean Tomas Ward and Cassandra Duchenaud from France, the Punk band
“Filleproletariatet” from Oslo, DJ Aijla and ReSouza from Bergen, Soni

from Istanbul, The Heim Bookshop and Anette Aga from Bergen, Vivi Connors
from Oslo…

On Saturday morning, there will be drumming and games in Sætrepark,
including free serving of buns and juice for our youngest guests, and creative

workshops for all ages on Saturday and Sunday!



                                   The goal of our festival:

Today’s teenagers experience challenges that don’t seem to be fully understood
or even addressed by our current society. That is exactly why we decided to

create our motivational organization, Vitam Focus, so that we could contribute
from our respective walks of life, in order to motivate!

This year, Vitam Focus has chosen to put a special accent on teenagers, even
though we work actively to support people of all ages.

Vitam Focus is proud to say that some very skilled people from the health and
psychiatry sector have joined us voluntarily in this project, using their inherent

resources to help our teenagers in the best possible ways.
“When we create, magic can happen, when we create magic from our own free

will, we achieve happiness.”
There is way too little space for teenagers to feel that freedom of creating, as

everything in our society is systemized. As the direct result of downward spirals
of anxiety and stress, lifestyle diseases are flourishing amongst teenagers today.
Interestingly enough, we often hear how our teenagers are so much luckier than

we were, not having had to experience war, famine or other marginal life
situations, in which one has to fight in order to survive!

We somehow forget that our young ones have inherited from us, genetically but
also emotionally, and in this institutionalized world where most activities need
to be performed in as little time as possible, nobody really has time to listen to

them and what they might have to say, nobody is there to hold a safe, welcoming
space for them to express their fears, thoughts and needs.

This is what makes Vitam Focus so important for teenagers: WE GIVE THEM OUR
TIME! It is important to stress here, that all these fights and wars that used to

happen on a collective level, have transformed into individual conflicts. Yet, the
demands and the wounds are too big to be carried by an isolated person, and the

need to “ventilate” only makes teenagers more vulnerable towards each other.
That kind of inner war can be extremely lonely, especially when no one has the time

to stop and understand what is going on.



Vitam Focus has its own free app that teenagers are welcome to download. There
is a “MySide” feature from which they can chat with likeminded people and book
appointments, courses and activities within our organization. Everything is free
of charge! We will also be using this platform to stream “live” programs in which
different topics will be addressed, and the teenagers themselves will be able to

participate.
Tools for mastering stress and different types of self-help methods will be

accessible for all teenagers via the app, generously provided by a team of experts
from the Health sector.

What makes Vitam Focus different here is that everything is done on a voluntary
basis, because we are passionate to help! We act upon an authentic call from our

heart. Many of us have personally gone through similar experiences, and have
found answers that can help our teenagers by meeting them exactly where they are at.In

order to elaborate our app, and continue to be able to help our teens, we
depend greatly on financial support. We are therefore hugely grateful for any

financial contribution that can help our project further.

To make a donation, please visit our website where you will find all the info you
need.

Thank you so much, in advance!
                                                          

           Warm regards
                                                            

Manager for Vitam Focus

Ingunn Ripe

Free App


